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Abstract 

FAT (Fault tree analysis) of drying processing was performed to investigate the causes for 

faults in equipments management. The causes were deductively identified as the events 

causing every possible hazard by constructing a fault tree. The fault tree was constructed in a 

hierarchical structure with a single top event fault, four intermediate event faults, and eight 

basic event faults connected by a Boolean AND gate, or an OR gate. Qualitative analysis of 

the fault tree yielded minimal cut sets, structural importance, and common cause 

vulnerability. Quantitative analysis of the fault tree yielded simulation of final top event fault, 

cut set importance, item importance, and sensitivity. Basically, these factors were a measure 

to represent the priority order of the basic events causing the top event. The priority order of 

these basic events was consistent between qualitative and quantitative analysis. Therefore, 

the FTA, with qualitative and quantitative analysis, was a good alternative approach to fault 

analysis in spray dryer, and it also could be further used to the analysis of critical control 

points.. 

Keywords: Fault Tree Analysis, Drying Processing, Qualitative Analysis, Quantitative 

Analysis, Critical Control Points, Spray Dryer 

1. Introduction 

FTA (fault tree analysis) [1-3] is a systematic and effective analysis technique for 

protection against hazards, which can be the additional method in HACCP (hazard analysis 

and critical control point) [4-6]. Since FTA technique was founded for the first time in the 

missile launching safety control system in 1962, it has been applied in numerous industrial 

working fields that require extremely safe and reliable systems [7-12]. Besides, it can also be 

applied in the fault detection. Compared with HACCP, FTA has the advantage of identifying 

CCPs (critical control points) quantitatively or qualitatively [13-15], which can increase the 

efficiency of managing the CCPs. In practice, the CCPs of the basic events may be smaller in 

scale, or perhaps more detailed and actual than those of the process-scale components. 

However, the CCPs are mostly given as process-scale components in HACCP, and they 

should be practically split into more events or more sets of basic events, which are generally 

controlled according to the safety prescriptions without a priority order. Consequently, the 

implementation of the supervision of CCPs in HACCP requires further management of the 

basic events belonging to the CCPs. Therefore, FTA, which can identify the basic events with 

high risk priorities, would be a supplementary method to fully facilitate the practice of CCPs. 

In this paper, FTA was used in the supervision of CCPs of spray dryer [16, 17] with two 

main purposes: the first was to enhance the effective management of spray dryer in a more 

systematic and structured order, and the second was to extend the application filed of FTA as 

a novel technique. All the basic events involved in spray dryer were analyzed quantitatively 

or qualitatively with various FTA techniques, and the priority order of each basic event was 
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estimated. Besides, a CCP management system for spray dryer was built to specify the basic 

events causing faults in a hierarchical configuration, and the critical basic events were also 

provided as the control targets. 

 

2. Preliminaries 

2.1. Construction of Fault Tree 

A general fault tree analysis can be conducted according to the procedures shown in Figure 

1. First, a top event should be defined, and then other events can be identified stepwise by a 

deductive method. In this method, the cause of a particular event plays as the event of the 

next hierarchical level, which can be sought based on a literature, survey or expert knowledge. 

Thus, the cause for the next event can be determined stepwise until the basic events in the 

lowest hierarchical level of the fault tree are identified. 

On the fault tree, all events are correlated with a Boolean logic operator, i.e., an AND gate 

or an OR gate. The AND gate, equivalent to the Boolean symbol  , represents the union of 

the events combined by the AND gate, which means an event occurs when all the input 

events in the next hierarchical level combined by the AND gate occur; while the OR gate, 

equivalent to the Boolean symbol  , represents the intersection of the events combined by 

the OR gate, which means an event occurs when any one or more of the events in the next 

hierarchical level combined by the OR gate occur. 

Step1

Step2

Step3

Step4

Step5

Step6 Assessment of fault

Qualitative and quantitative analyses

Validation of logic of fault tree

Building fault tree

Identifying fault events in plant or process

Determining top event

 

Figure 1. Procedures of Fault Tree Analysis 

Figure 2 shows a simple example of fault tree, and a brief description is also given as 

follows to explain the method. After determining the top event (C), the causes for (C) are 

sought as the intermediate events (E) and (F). Then, the causes for event (E) are sought as 

several basic events (X1), (X2) and (X3), and those for event (F) are sought as another 

intermediate event (G) and the basic event (X4). Next, the causes for event (G) are the basic 

events (X5) and (X6). Finally, all the fault tree events in different hierarchical structure are 
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combined by either an AND gate or an OR gate according to their particular relationships 

with each other. 

C

E F

OR

OR

x1 X2 X3 X4 G

OR

X5 X6

AND

 

Figure 2. A Simple Example of Fault Tree 

2.2. The Qualitative Analysis 

From qualitative analysis, we can obtain the minimal cut sets, structural importance, and 

common cause vulnerability. 

The cut sets refer to any set of the basic events that cause the top event, and the minimal 

cut sets refer to the least-needed cut sets that cause the top event. The top event (C) in Figure 

2 can be expressed by Eq. (1) with the symbol   for an OR gate as follows: 

Top E F                                                       (1)  

Where 1 2 3E X X X   , 4F X G  , and 5 6G X X  . According to the structural 

correlation in Figure.2, the event (F) is expressed by Eq. (2) as: 

 4 5 6F X X X                                                    (2) 

Thus, the top event (C) can be expressed in terms of the basic events as shown in Eq. (3): 

 

   

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 4 5

T op E F

X X X X X X

X X X X X X X

 

     

      

                    (3) 

Eq. (3) can be used to describe the Boolean-indicated cut sets. In this example, the cut sets 

are equivalent to the minimal cut sets, because there are no more sets left out. In this way, 

there are five minimal cut sets, which are described as {X1}, {X2}, {X3}, {X4, X5} and 

{X4, X6}. The minimal cut sets are in OR correlation, and the basic events within the 

minimal cut sets are in AND correlation. 

Structural importance indicates the contribution degree of each minimal cut set to the 

occurrence of the top event. Assuming the occurrence probability ( 1P  ) of all basic events 

is equal, multiplication by any probability will reduce the magnitude of the product, whereas 

addition by any probability will increase the magnitude of the sum. Therefore, a minimal cut 
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set with more basic events has much less probability, which indicates a less structural 

importance degree. Thus, the first group of the minimal cut sets with one basic event ({X1}, 

{X2} and {X3}) is higher in structural importance degree than the second group with two 

basic events ({X4, X5} and {X4, X6}). 

Common cause vulnerability indicates the susceptibility of the basic events to an initial 

common cause. One can define the categories of common causes, and classify the basic 

events into one of the categories. Then, the number of basic causes gradually lessens to fewer 

fault origins or common causes. Supposing the basic events shown in Eq. (3) are derived from 

human errors, then the basic events can be expressed with a single common cause by adding 

the subscript „h‟ to the corresponding basic events, which is shown as follows: 

   1 2 3 4 5 4 6Top h h h h h h hX X X X X X X      
             (4) 

 

2.3. The Qualitative Analysis 

In this section, the minimal cut sets acquired from the qualitative analysis are 

quantitatively evaluated, and the quantitative analysis can provide the simulation of 

probability, item importance, cut set importance and sensitivity. 

The probabilities of the events combined by the Boolean logic operators (OR or AND 

gates) are used to calculate the probability of the output events in the hierarchical level 

according to Eqs. (5) and (6). 
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                  (6) 

where FP  (fault probability) means the occurrence likelihood of object failures or action 

errors, and 
1XP  stands for FP  of the basic event (X1) in the arithmetic expression. Thus, the 

simulation of the probability of the top event in Figure 2 can be calculated by Eq. (7) 

according to Eq. (3). 

         
1 2 3 4 5 4 6Top 1 1 1 1 1 1X X X X X X XP P P P P P P P                 (7) 

Cut set importance ( kI ) is defined as the ratio of probability of each minimal cut set to the 

sum of probability of all minimal cut sets, which is equal to the probability acquired from the 

simulation of the top event. kI represents the importance of each minimal cut set, and Eqs. (8) 

and (9) can be used to calculate ( kI ) of the minimal cut sets {X1} and {X4, X5} respectively. 

 
11 Top/k XI X P P                                                 (8) 

 
4 54 5 Top/k X XI X X P P P                                       (9) 

Item importance ( eI ) is defined as the ratio of the probability sum of the minimal cut sets 

including a particular basic event to that of all minimal cut sets, which also represents the 

importance of each basic event. 
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1e 1 Top/XI X P P                                               (10) 
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                      (11) 

Here, Eq. (10) is used to calculate ( kI ) of the basic event (X1), and Eq. (11) is used to 

calculate ( kI ) of the basic event (X4). 

Sensitivity (S) is defined as the partial derivative of the probability of a top event at the 

probability of a particular basic event, which accounts for the importance of the basic events. 

1 1Top( ) / ( ) 1X XS P P                                        (12) 

4 4 5 6Top( ) / ( )X X X XS P P P P                                   (13) 

Eq. (12) is used to calculate (S) of the basic event (X1), and Eq. (13) is used to calculate (S) 

of the basic event (X4). Here, the terms of higher order are excluded, and only the linear terms 

in Eq. (6) are considered, which is the so-called “rare event approximation”. When 0.1
iXP  , 

the approximation is accurate within about 10% of the true probability. 

 

3. Application of FTA in Supervising Spray Dryer 

3.1. The Fault Tree of Spray Dryer 

Figure 3 shows a simple example of the application of FTA in spray dryer. The top event X, 

i.e., “the dry powder is unqualified”, is caused by two intermediate events, which are „faults 

in spray drying tower‟ (A) and „the fault of slush pumps‟ (B). As the top event X can be 

caused independently by the occurrence of either the event (A) or the event (B), the events (A) 

and (B) should be combined by an OR logic gate. 
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Figure 3. The Fault Tree of Spray Dryer 
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For the intermediate event (A) „faults in spray drying tower‟, it is caused by an 

intermediate event and one basic event. The intermediate event is „the slurry atomization is 

now ideal‟ (C), and the basic event is „the ambient air temperature is too low‟ (a1). The 

intermediate event (A) is caused by the combined action of the occurrence of the events (C) 

and (a1). Thus, the events (C) and (a1) are combined by an AND logic gate. Further, the 

intermediate event (C) is caused by four basic events, which are „the fault of filter‟ (c1), „the 

fault of slurry valve‟ (c2), „the fault of sealing ring‟ (c3) and „the fault of embolism‟ (c4). 

These four events can independently act on the occurrence of the intermediate event (C), so 

they are combined by an OR logic gate. 

For the intermediate event (B) „the fault of slush pumps‟, it is caused by an intermediate 

event and one basic event. The intermediate event (D) is „the fault of sprayer‟, and the basic 

event is „the unreasonable change of the viscosity, density and moisture content of the slurry‟. 

These two events independently act on the occurrence of the intermediate event (B), so they 

are combined by an OR logic gate. Further, the intermediate event (D) „the fault of sprayer‟ is 

caused by two basic events, which are „the fault of wafer‟ (d1) and „the fault of vortex board‟ 

(d2). These two basic events independently act on the occurrence of the intermediate event 

(D), so they are also combined by an OR logic gate. 

Consequently, the whole fault tree of spray dryer can be constructed in a hierarchical 

structure composed of the top event X, the intermediate events (A) – (D) and the basic events 

a1, b1, c1, c2, c3, c4, d1 and d2, as listed in Table 1. 

Table 1. The Basic Events of Faults and their Probability of Accurrence in 
Spray Dryer 

The basic 

event 
The description of event 

Fault 

probability FP  

A faults in spray drying tower  

a1 the temperature of outgoing air is too low 0.05 

C the slurry atomization is now ideal  

c1 the fault of filter 0.30 

c2 the fault of slurry valve 0.20 

c3 the fault of sealing ring 0.30 

c4 the fault of embolism 0.15 

B the fault of slush pumps  

b1 
the unreasonable change of the viscosity, density and moisture 

content of the slurry 
0.10 

D the fault of sprayer  

d1 the fault of wafer 0.30 

d2 the fault of vortex board 0.20 

3.2. The Qualitative Analysis 

From qualitative analysis of the fault tree, we can obtain the minimal cut sets, structural 

importance and common cause vulnerability. 
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Taking the fault tree illustrated in Figure 3 as an example, we can describe the logic 

relationship by Eq. (14) according to Eqs. (1)-(3). 

   

   

       

Top

1 1

1 1 2 3 4 1 2 1

1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 2 1

X A B

a C D b

a c c c c d d b

a c a c a c a c d d b

 

   

         

          

     (14) 

The fault tree shows four minimal cut sets with four basic events and three minimal cut 

sets with one basic event, and those minimal cut sets are combined by an OR logic gate. If a 

minimal cut set is composed of more than one basic event, the basic events are combined by 

an AND logic gate within the minimal cut set. According to the principle of the minimal cut 

sets, the top event can be simply perceived as the minimal cut sets in parallel. Furthermore, a 

particular minimal cut set can be simply identified by considering all the involved basic 

events. 

 

3.2. The Quantitative Analysis 

Quantitative analysis can be used to estimate the occurrence probability of top event by 

simulation, cut set importance, item importance and sensitivity. In order to calculate the 

above estimations, the fault probability (PF) of the basic events should be known in advance. 

According to the simulation by Eqs. (5)–(7), the fault occurrence probability of the top 

event is calculated as PTop=0.4582, which means there are 4582 faults on 10000 required 

occasions. If the fault occurrence probability of the basic events PF, is substituted with 

another value changing with a particular situation in the field. The PTop will change with it. 

Cut set importance (Ik), the contribution degree or weight of each minimal cut set to the 

PTop, can be calculated according to Eqs. (8) and (9). Table 2 shows the calculated results of 

cut set importance, which agree well with the results from the structural importance analysis. 

For examples, the most important group is { 1b }, { 1d }, { 2d }, and the lowest important 

groups is  1 1,a c ,  1 2,a c ,  1 3,a c ,  1 4,a c . 

Table 2. The Cut Set Importance (Ik) 

Minimal Cut 

Sets 

Cut Set Importance 

(Ik) 

Structure 

importance 

1b
 

2.185E-1 High 

1d
 

6.547E-1 High 

2d
 

4.365E-1 High 

 1 1,a c
 

6.547E-2 Low 

 1 2,a c
 

4.365E-2 Low 

 1 3,a c
 

6.547E-2 Low 

 1 4,a c
 

3.273E-2 Low 
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Table 3. The Cut Set Importance (Ik) and Sensitivity 

Minimal Cut 

Sets 

Item Importance 

(Ie) 
Sensitivity 

(S) 

1b
 

2.185E-1 1.000E+0 

1d
 

6.547E-1 1.000E+0 

2d
 

4.365E-1 1.000E+0 

1a
 

2.002E-1 9.000E-1 

1c
 

6.547E-2 3.000E-1 

2c
 

4.365E-2 2.000E-1 

3c
 

6.547E-2 3.000E-1 

4c
 

3.274E-2 1.500E-1 

 

Sensitivity (S), the contribution degree of each basic event to the PTop, can be calculated 

according to Eqs. (12) and (13), as shown in Table 3. It can be seen that the minimal cut sets 

can be divided into three groups in terms of the sensitivity. The first group is 1b , 1d , 2d , the 

second group is 1a  and the last group is 1c , 2c , 3c , 4c . 

To sum up, according to the results from structure importance, the cut set importance and 

the item importance evaluations, the basic events 1b , 1d , 2d  and 1a  should be the critical 

control points. 

 

4. Conclusions 

In this paper, FTA (Fault Tree Analysis) was used to create a novel fault management 

system for the spray dryer. FTA is a method which the causes for fault events are deductively 

recognized in structured logical manners, and thus setting up a fault tree. The fault tree is 

built in a hierarchical structure, which includes every possible cause as the structural 

componets. This fault of spray dryer was divided into much more detailed components that 

are described in the tree structure. Meantime, the quantitative and qualitative evaluations of 

the fault tree were analyzed. Eight basic events were considered as the causes for faults in 

spray dryer. The events on the fault tree were correlated with each other, and several events 

were recognized as critical control points. According to the analysis of this paper, FTA 

created a more structured pattern of the management system for the spray dryer. Through 

FTA, the system faults of spray dryer were divided into as many as eight basic events and 

their priority for control were also given, which resulting in a novel practical tool for the 

safety management of spray dryer.  
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